M e dR ite -XL

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND TRANSCRIPTION

Equipped with extensive productivity tools, detailed management reporting and countless
integration and report distribution options, MedRite-XL is the cost-effective solution to
creating and managing electronic medical documents. MedRite-XL is a complete voice
to distribution transcription system, built to address the needs of facilities with intensive
documentation workflows.
EFFORTLESS TRANSCRIPTION. Thanks to a wealth of
productivity tools, MedRite-XL lessens the strain on
Transcriptionists while keeping focus on the task
of typing quality reports. A word expansion utility
eliminates repetitive typing, quick keys reduce
keystrokes and eliminate the need for a mouse
and a STAT key allows for interruption of work
without loss of the report. Other features include a
chat utility, post-it note functionality and unclear
dictation markers to flag difficulties within a report.
TEMPLATE PULL-UP. Based on the selected client
and work type, the system generates the proper
tempate and compiles the demographic data
from the Transcription Entry Screen (TES). The
page format, fonts, headers, footers, logos, printer
selections and other details are predefined so that
only the dictated report remains to be entered.
TES can be changed at any time and the changes
are automatically reflected in the report with no
user intervention. Once complete MedRite-XL
automatically names, files, faxes, emails, carbon
copies and prints the report based on the settings.

QUALITY CONTROL. The system ensures that errors
are easily tracked and reported back to the
Transcriptionist. If a user experiences difficulty with
a dictation, work is automatically routed back to
the QC auditors. Sampling is even possible and
can be based on transcriptionist, author, work
type or client.
SPEECH PROCESSING. MedRite-XL integrates
with Crescendo Speech Processing to further
accelerate the report creation process. Speech
Recognition provides significant productivity
improvements as the document is available for
edit the moment dictation is complete. Once the
report has been completely reviewed, the system
will automatically update, spell check, count,
upload and distribute the final document.
REPORT DISTRIBUTION. MedRouter, an integrated
component of MedRite-XL, automatically handles
all distribution, imports and exports, and supervises
transcribed files. MedRouter allows for electronic
sorting and distribution of each report copy to
individual department printers. Subject name or
number can be used to sort the original copies,
while author copies can be sorted by the author’s
name and nursing unit copies by room number.
Supervisors also have the option of setting up
distribution methods on an individual basis or by
work type, including print, fax and e-mail.
The CSCFax Server can easily be integrated
with MedRite-XL in order to handle the most
demanding fax needs. Fax requests can be issued
automatically, upon creation or when viewing
existing reports. Up to 99 priority levels can be
set and the system can even create fax cover
sheets, filling in appropriate data from the report
and allowing for default or user added messages.

SUPERVISOR CONTROL. Supervisors can have
complete control over the transcription workflow
while seamlessly handling the most demanding
distribution needs. MedRite-XL management
reporting capabilities include basic detailed
production, turnaround and workload reports,
providing full visibility over productivity levels.
MedRite-XL also simplifies system profiling by
allowing supervisors to easily add new clients,
work types, users and transcriptionists, without
interrupting system operation.
PAY AND BILLING. MedRite-XL provides extensive
possibilities for setting count and pay factors.
Pay and billing can also be configured to
reflect the use of a speech processing engine.
The transcriptionist profile can be set up to
compensate for corrections, per report, or on an
hourly basis.
CLIENT VIEW. Ideal for remote environments,
Client-IP provides a single point of access for
clients or associate healthcare professionals who
need to access medical reports in a secure and
timely manner. An affordable solution for clinics
and physician offices, Client-IP simplifies and
improves the process of verifying the progress of
a dictation and can also be used to effectively
provide fingertip access to department supervisors
and lead transcriptionists.
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE. MD Center-XL is an
electronic module that automates the process of
reviewing, editing, and authenticating medical
reports from any location, at any time, via network
or remote PC. When integrated with MedRite-XL,
a complete solution can be realized from the
transcription to authentication and distribution of
final reports.

OPTIONS

SYSTEM SET-UP

> Support of drug dictionary
> Support of medical word list
> Procedural automation
> Batch faxing up to 99 priority levels
> Electronic distribution
> Remote transcription support
> Interface with third party

> Standalone
> LAN
> WAN
> Remote user
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SECURITY. For the transfer of files, both MedRite-XL
and Client-IP operate through Crescendo Wide
Area Service, a real-time and secure gateway
to the central server. By guaranteeing that no
files or databases are ever kept locally and that
authorized users have access to the system at
all times from any location, CWAS is the most
reliable answer when it comes to sharing sensitive
data among individuals, departments and crossregional locations.
Only authorized users can log into the system,
through configurable options, each user profile
can be tailored to authorize access to only the
appropriate areas of the applcation. Restrictions
can be specified by facilities, clients, departments
and work types, or a combination of these
elements. In addition to these restrictions, access
to specific functions can be limited (ie: preventing
users from producing reports or making changes
to their respectives profiles).
INTEGRATION. MedRite-XL can be implemented
with the Crescendo DigiScribe-XL dictation system
or the Centro Clinical Documentation System
to provide a single text-and-voice application,
thereby eliminating repetitive keystrokes and loss
of focus while reducing the learning and support
curve required when implementing multiple
vendor systems. Nevertheless, like all Crescendo
solutions, MedRite-XL was designed to seamlessly
integrate with a facility’s existing infrastructure
- including the systems of third party vendors allowing significant cost savings on equipment.
MedRite-XL is a truly flexible solution capable of
virtually unlimited expansion.
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